How to Get the Well-Woman Chart Shortcut on Your Smartphone

The Women's Preventive Services Initiative's (WPSI) Recommendations for Well-Woman Care—A Well-Woman Chart summarizes preventive service recommendations for women from the WPSI, U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) and Bright Futures. The intent of the Well-Woman Chart is to provide a framework for incorporating preventive health services for women into clinical practice. The WPSI Interactive Well-Woman Chart allow users to view the included preventive service recommendations by topic (general health, cancer etc.) and age-group on their mobile device.

Follow these steps to add the Well-Woman Chart shortcut to the home screen of your mobile device.

**For iPhone:**
1. Visit acog.org/wellwomanchart or use QR code
2. Tap the Options icon towards the bottom of the screen
3. Tap the "Add to Home Screen" star icon
4. Edit the shortcut name to "WPSI"
5. See the shortcut appear on your home screen

**For Androids:**
1. Visit acog.org/wellwomanchart or use QR code
2. Tap the Menu icon towards the top, right of the screen
3. Tap the "Add to Home Screen" icon
4. Edit the shortcut name to "WPSI"
5. See the shortcut appear on your home screen